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Fast “Thermalization” at RHIC and LHC

~
 1

0 
fm

described by hydrodynamics after < 1 fm

There are overwhelming evidences that relativistic heavy ion collision programs at 
RHIC and LHC created strongly coupled quark-gluon plasma (sQGP)
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Successful description of experimental data is based on hydrodynamic simulations 
of an almost perfect fluid of                      starting on very early (< 1 fm)

Heinz [nucl-th/0407067]

�/s = O(1/4⇥)



“Thermalization” at strong coupling
Recent progress in numerical relativity in AdS opened a possibility to study 
equilibration processes in holographic (strongly coupled) gauge theories
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The key lesson from these developments is that “thermalization” at strong coupling 
proceeds over a time scale set by the inverse of the “final” temperature

From this perspective, fast applicability of hydrodynamics at RHIC and LHC might 
not be so surprising given that the coupling there is not parametrically small
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A typical holographic thermalization process

Numerical
experiment:

Theory:
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The main problem

HUGE FREEDOM OF CHOICE

Which far from equilibrium initial condition is the closest to the experiment?
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Towards a holographic „heavy ion collision”
Operational view:

collide holographically two lumps of matter moving at relativistic speeds

unfortunately necessarily deconfined, i.e. with  hTµ⌫i = O(N2
c )

State of the art as of July 2013: colliding gravitational shock wave solutions
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Gravitational shock wave solutions
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Poincare patch
vacuum AdS

shock wave disturbance
moving with the speed of light

Solution of Einstein’s equations with the negative CC
for any longitudinal profile h(x�)
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abstract...

1. Introduction. Gravitational holography [1–3] is a
novel approach to strongly coupled field theories and cur-
rently the only tool allowing to address questions about
their real-time dynamics. A natural area for applica-
tions of these methods is the physics of expanding QCD
medium created in heavy ion collisions at RHIC and LHC
experiments. Indeed, within the last 10 years there has
been a significant progress in understanding various prop-
erties of holographic plasmas, revealing phenomenologi-
cal similarities to the quark-gluon plasma phase above
but not far above the transition temperature (see e.g. [4]
for a review).

So far vast majority of such developments focused on
equilibrium and near-equilibrium characteristics, such as
thermodynamics or transport coe�cients. However, the
advent of numerical relativity techniques in anti-de Sitter
(AdS) spacetimes [5–9] made it possible to address ques-
tions about far-from-equilibrium relaxation processes at
strong coupling. Such studies might shed light on so far
poorly understood pre-equilibrium phase in relativistic
heavy ion collisions at current energies and therefore are
extremely interesting.

An operational way of mimicking heavy ion collisions
holographically is colliding lumps of deconfined matter
approaching each other at the speed of light [7, 10, 11].
Such setup on the gravity side corresponds to colliding
gravitational shock wave solutions.

In [7] the authors performed a numerical simulation
of the outcome of such collision in N = 4 super Yang-
Mills theory (SYM), colliding planar lumps of energy of a
gaussian extent in the longitudinal direction focusing on
particular width-to-height product. The two main find-
ings of this work was quick applicability of hydrodynam-
ics despite large spatial gradients and a significant (15%)
reduction in speed of the outgoing energy maxima.

In the current letter we explore the parameter space of
collisions of gaussian shocks in N = 4 SYM, i.e. we col-
lide shock waves of di↵erent longitudinal widths at fixed
height. We find a crossover behavior between what we
called a full stopping scenario for wide shocks and trans-
parency for thin ones. In the first case, hydrodynam-
ics describes almost the whole outcome of the collision

even before the shocks start fully overlapping and the
maxima of the energy density move afterwards with re-
duced speed. In the second scenario, shocks pass through
each other and, while altered themselves, their outermost
parts keep moving unchanged with the speed of light.
Moreover, for thin shocks it is only certain part of the
matter in between them which at intermediate times is
described by hydrodynamics. From this perspective, the
case analyzed in [7] falls somewhat closer to the full stop-
ping scenario.
An interesting byproduct of our analysis is realization

that even for collisions of the thinnest shocks we were able
to evolve, the resulting dynamics of expanding plasma
system is not boost-invariant in the sense introduced in
the seminal Bjorken paper [12].
2. Holographic setup. We are interested in colliding
gravitational shock waves of a form

ds

2 = R

2[�dx+dx�+dx

2
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1

R

2
[dR2+h(x±) dx

2
±] , (1)

which, for arbitrary h(x±), are solutions of the Einstein’s
equations with the negative cosmological constant. Such
a shock wave is dual to a sheet of plasma in N = 4
SYM propagating along one of the lightcone directions
x± = t± z with a stress tensor taking the form

T
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2⇡2
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and the other components zero. One can think of this
setup as mimicking central relativistic heavy ion colli-
sion. In our analysis we will focus on shock waves with a
gaussian extent in the longitudinal direction
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Due to the conformal symmetry of N = 4 SYM, the
outcome of the collision will depend only on a product
of shock wave’s height and width. In [7] these quantities
were chosen to be
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We will specialize to                                                  . But we’re in a CFT, so the only qty that matters is
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We numerically simulate collisions of planar, finite-width shock waves in anti-de Sitter space as
a model for heavy ion collisions of large nuclei. We observe a cross-over between two di↵erent
dynamical regimes as a function of the collision energy. At low energies there is significant stopping
and the entire system is well described by hydrodynamics as soon as the nuclei fully overlap. At high
energies there is no stopping and hydrodynamics only applies at su�ciently late times and far from
the receding shocks. The rapidity distribution of the energy/entropy density around mid rapidity
is approximately Gaussian with a width that increases with the collision energy, in qualitative
agreement with experimental data.

1. Introduction. Holography [1–3] has been used a suc-
cessful toy model for the study of equilibrium and near-
equilibrium aspects of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP)
created in heavy ion collision (HIC) experiments at RHIC
and LHC (see e.g. [4] for a review and [5] for a discussion
of the inherent limitations).

Extending these studies to the far-from-equilibrium
regime that takes place before hydrodynamics becomes
applicable is a challenge because it requires solving Ein-
stein’s equations in a dynamical setting, which generi-
cally must be done numerically [6–12].

In this letter we will follow the approach of Ref. [8],
in which a heavy ion collision was toy-modeled by col-
liding two infinite, planar shock waves in anti-de Sitter
space (AdS). In the dual conformal field theory (CFT)
this corresponds to colliding two infinite sheets of energy.
Despite its simplicity, we will see that this model exhibits
rich and encouraging dynamics.

The shock waves considered in [8] are translationally
invariant along the transverse plane, move at the speed
of light along the ‘beam direction’ z, and at a given time
t have a Gaussian profile along this direction given by

h(t± z) = E0 exp
⇥
�(t± z)2/2!2

⇤
. (1)

The dual stress tensor has only one non-zero component,

T±± =
�
N

2
c /2⇡

2
�
h(t± z) , (2)

where the sign depends on the direction of motion of
the shock. We thus see that E0 is the (peak) energy
density of the colliding shocks. Conformal invariance in
the dual gauge theory implies that the physics can only
depend on a single dimensionless parameter, the product

p ⌘ E1/4
0 !. Ref. [8] chose pCY ' 0.64 and found: (i) that

hydrodynamics becomes applicable very soon after the
collision, despite the presence of large spatial gradients,

and (ii) a significant stopping, meaning that the velocity
of the incoming maxima is reduced from v = 1 before the
collision to v ' 0.85 after the collision.

Once the type of ion has been chosen, the physics of
a head-on HIC is also characterized by a single parame-
ter, in this case the boost factor � = v/

p
1� v

2. Since
di↵erent HICs correspond to di↵erent values of �, it is
interesting to explore the dynamics of the holographic
model for di↵erent values of p. In particular, note that
p for a heavy ion collision scales as p / �

�1/2. This sug-
gests that HICs of increasingly higher energies may be
modeled by increasingly smaller values of p. For fixed E0
we may thus think of low- and high-energy collisions as
associated to wide and narrow shocks, respectively.

Motivated by these considerations, in this Letter we
numerically simulate collisions of gaussian shocks for sev-
eral values of p. Technically, we follow the framework
described in Ref. [8], to which we refer the reader for
details. We uncover an interesting cross-over between
two qualitatively di↵erent dynamical regimes: full stop-
ping scenario for wide shocks and transparency for nar-
row shocks. For wide shocks hydrodynamics becomes
applicable even before the two shocks fully overlap, and
it describes the entire result of the collision, including the
receding maxima. In contrast, thin shocks pass through
each other and, while altered in shape, they keep mov-
ing outwards at the speed of light. In this case there is
a region of negative energy density trailing right behind
the receding maxima, and it is only certain part of the
matter in between them that at su�ciently late times
is described by hydrodynamics. From this perspective,
the case analyzed in [8] falls somewhat closer to the full
stopping scenario.

For each value of p that we consider, we compute the
rapidity distribution of the energy/entropy density in the

�

e = E1/4
0 �
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Colliding shocks at 3
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FIG. 1: Energy density E/µ4 as a function of time v and
longitudinal coordinate z.

disjoint support. Although this is not exactly true for our
Gaussian profiles, the residual error in Einstein’s equa-
tions is negligible when the separation of the incoming
shocks is more than a few times the shock width.

To find the initial data relevant for our metric ansatz
(1), we solve (numerically) for the di↵eomorphism trans-
forming the single shock metric (8) from Fe↵erman-
Graham to Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. In par-
ticular, we compute the anisotropy function B± for each
shock and sum the result, B = B

+

+ B�. We choose the
initial time v

0

so the incoming shocks are well separated
and the B± negligibly overlap above the apparent hori-
zon. The functions a

4

and f
2

may be found analytically,

a
4

= � 4

3

[h(v
0

+z)+h(v
0

�z)] , f
2

= h(v
0

+z)�h(v
0

�z).
(10)

A complication with this initial data is that the metric
functions A and F become very large deep in the bulk,
degrading convergence of their spectral representations.
To ameliorate the problem, we slightly modify the initial
data, subtracting from a

4

a small positive constant �.
This introduces a small background energy density in
the dual quantum theory. Increasing � causes the regions
with rapid variations in the metric to be pushed inside
the apparent horizon, out of the computational domain.

We chose a width w = 0.75/µ for our shocks. The
initial separation of the shocks is �z = 6.2/µ. We chose
� = 0.014 µ4, corresponding to a background energy den-
sity 50 times smaller than the peak energy density of the
shocks. We evolve the system for a total time equal to
the inverse of the temperature associated with the back-
ground energy density, T

bkgd

= 0.11 µ.

Results and discussion.— Figure 1 shows the energy
density E as a function of time v and longitudinal position
z. On the left, one sees two incoming shocks propagating
toward each other at the speed of light. After the colli-
sion, centered on v = 0, energy is deposited throughout
the region between the two receding energy density max-
ima. The energy density after the collision does not re-
semble the superposition of two unmodified shocks, sepa-
rating at the speed of light, plus small corrections. In par-
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FIG. 2: Energy flux S/µ4 as a function of time v and longi-
tudinal coordinate z.
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FIG. 3: Longitudinal and transverse pressure as a function
of time v, at z = 0 and z = 3/µ. Also shown for compari-
son are the pressures predicted by the viscous hydrodynamic
constitutive relations.

ticular, the two receding maxima are moving outwards at
less than the speed of light. To elaborate on this point,
Figure 2 shows a contour plot of the energy flux S for
positive v and z. The dashed curve shows the location
of the maximum of the energy flux. The inverse slope
of this curve, equal to the outward speed of the maxi-
mum, is V = 0.86 at late times. The solid line shows the
point beyond which S/µ4 < 10�4, and has slope 1. Ev-
idently, the leading disturbance from the collision moves
outwards at the speed of light, but the maxima in E and
S move significantly slower.

Figure 3 plots the transverse and longitudinal pressures
at z = 0 and z = 3/µ, as a function of time. At z = 0,
the pressures increase dramatically during the collision,
resulting in a system which is very anisotropic and far
from equilibrium. At v = �0.23/µ, where Pk has its
maximum, it is roughly 5 times larger than P?. At late
times, the pressures asymptotically approach each other.
At z = 3/µ, the outgoing maximum in the energy density
is located near v = 4/µ. There, Pk is more than 3 times
larger than P?.

The fluid/gravity correspondence [17] implies that at
su�ciently late times the evolution of Tµ⌫ will be de-
scribed by hydrodynamics. To test the validly of hydro-
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maximum, it is roughly 5 times larger than P?. At late
times, the pressures asymptotically approach each other.
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larger than P?.

The fluid/gravity correspondence [17] implies that at
su�ciently late times the evolution of Tµ⌫ will be de-
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boosted to RHIC energies
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Dynamical crossover
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FIG. 1. Energy and pressures for collisions of thick (left column) and thin (right column) shocks. The grey planes lie at the
origin of the vertical axes.

2. A dynamical cross-over. Fig. 1 shows the energy
density and the pressures for thick and thin shock colli-
sions. In the case of E and P

L

one can see the incoming
shocks at the back of the plots, the collision region in the
center, and the receding maxima at the front. The in-
coming shocks are absent in the case of P

T

, as expected.
A simultaneous rescaling of ⇢ and w that keeps ⇢w fixed
would change the overall scales on the axes of these fig-
ures but would leave the physics unchanged.

The thick shocks illustrate the full-stopping scenario.

As the shocks start to interact the energy density gets
compressed and ‘piles up’, comes to an almost complete
stop, and subsequently explodes hydrodynamically. In-
deed, at the time ⇢t

max

� 0.58 at which the energy den-
sity reaches its maximum in the top-left plot, the energy
density profile is very approximately a rescaled version of
one of the incoming Gaussians, with about three times its
height (see table I) and 2/3 its width. At this time, 90%
of the energy is contained in a region of size �z � 2.4w in
which the flow velocity is everywhere �v� � 0.1. Similarly,

T00 < 0 !!!

„low energy” „high energy”

v ⇡ 0.88
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hydro kicks in soon after the
outer parts of incoming shocks meet 

hydro applicable only at mid-
rapidities and late enough!!!

more like the old Landau picture
(at    t = 0.58 (max.    )  v < 0.1)

more like what seems to be 
happening at RHIC and LHC
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FIG. 2. Energy flux for collisions of thick (left) and thin (right) shocks. The dotted curves show the location of the maxima of
the flux.
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FIG. 3. 3�P loc

L �Eloc for thick (left) and thin (right) shocks. The white areas indicate the vacuum regions outside the light cone.
The grey areas indicate regions where hydrodynamics deviates by more than 100%. The dotted curves indicate the location of
the maxima of the energy flux, as in Fig. 2.

the energy flux in this region is less than 10% of the max-
imum incoming flux, as illustrated by Fig. 2(left). At late
times, the velocity of the receding shocks can be read o↵
from the same figure as the inverse slope of the dotted
line. This is not constant in time, but at late times it
reaches a maximum of about v � 0.88. The validity of
the hydrodynamic description can be seen in Fig. 3(left)
and Fig. 4(left column). Hydrodynamics becomes appli-
cable even earlier than t

max

, and the region where it is
applicable extends from z = 0 to the location of the re-
ceding maxima. This is intuitive since gradients become
smaller as the width of the shocks increases. We conclude
that the thick-shocks collisions results in hydrodynamic
expansion with initial conditions in which all the veloci-
ties are close to zero, in close similarity with the Landau

model [5].

The thin shocks illustrate the transparency scenario.
In this case the shocks pass through each other and,
although their shape gets altered, they keep moving at
v � 1, as seen in Fig. 2(right). The most dramatic modifi-
cation in their shape is a region of negative E and P

L

that
trails right behind the receding shocks. While the nega-
tive E only develops away from the center of the collision,
the negative P

L

is already present at z = 0, as shown more
clearly in the top-right plot of Fig. 4. These features are
compatible with the general principles of Quantum Field
Theory [6], since the ‘negative region’ is far from equi-
librium and highly localized near a bigger region with
positive energy and pressure. In the case of thin shocks,
we see from Fig. 3(right) and Fig. 4(right column) that
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from the same figure as the inverse slope of the dotted
line. This is not constant in time, but at late times it
reaches a maximum of about v � 0.88. The validity of
the hydrodynamic description can be seen in Fig. 3(left)
and Fig. 4(left column). Hydrodynamics becomes appli-
cable even earlier than t

max

, and the region where it is
applicable extends from z = 0 to the location of the re-
ceding maxima. This is intuitive since gradients become
smaller as the width of the shocks increases. We conclude
that the thick-shocks collisions results in hydrodynamic
expansion with initial conditions in which all the veloci-
ties are close to zero, in close similarity with the Landau

model [5].

The thin shocks illustrate the transparency scenario.
In this case the shocks pass through each other and,
although their shape gets altered, they keep moving at
v � 1, as seen in Fig. 2(right). The most dramatic modifi-
cation in their shape is a region of negative E and P
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that
trails right behind the receding shocks. While the nega-
tive E only develops away from the center of the collision,
the negative P
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is already present at z = 0, as shown more
clearly in the top-right plot of Fig. 4. These features are
compatible with the general principles of Quantum Field
Theory [6], since the ‘negative region’ is far from equi-
librium and highly localized near a bigger region with
positive energy and pressure. In the case of thin shocks,
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FIG. 1. Energy and pressures for collisions of thick (left column) and thin (right column) shocks. The grey planes lie at the
origin of the vertical axes.

2. A dynamical cross-over. Fig. 1 shows the energy
density and the pressures for thick and thin shock colli-
sions. In the case of E and P

L

one can see the incoming
shocks at the back of the plots, the collision region in the
center, and the receding maxima at the front. The in-
coming shocks are absent in the case of P

T

, as expected.
A simultaneous rescaling of ⇢ and w that keeps ⇢w fixed
would change the overall scales on the axes of these fig-
ures but would leave the physics unchanged.

The thick shocks illustrate the full-stopping scenario.

As the shocks start to interact the energy density gets
compressed and ‘piles up’, comes to an almost complete
stop, and subsequently explodes hydrodynamically. In-
deed, at the time ⇢t

max

� 0.58 at which the energy den-
sity reaches its maximum in the top-left plot, the energy
density profile is very approximately a rescaled version of
one of the incoming Gaussians, with about three times its
height (see table I) and 2/3 its width. At this time, 90%
of the energy is contained in a region of size �z � 2.4w in
which the flow velocity is everywhere �v� � 0.1. Similarly,
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2. A dynamical cross-over. Fig. 1 shows the energy
density and the pressures for thick and thin shock colli-
sions. In the case of E and P

L

one can see the incoming
shocks at the back of the plots, the collision region in the
center, and the receding maxima at the front. The in-
coming shocks are absent in the case of P

T

, as expected.
A simultaneous rescaling of ⇢ and w that keeps ⇢w fixed
would change the overall scales on the axes of these fig-
ures but would leave the physics unchanged.

The thick shocks illustrate the full-stopping scenario.

As the shocks start to interact the energy density gets
compressed and ‘piles up’, comes to an almost complete
stop, and subsequently explodes hydrodynamically. In-
deed, at the time ⇢t

max

� 0.58 at which the energy den-
sity reaches its maximum in the top-left plot, the energy
density profile is very approximately a rescaled version of
one of the incoming Gaussians, with about three times its
height (see table I) and 2/3 its width. At this time, 90%
of the energy is contained in a region of size �z � 2.4w in
which the flow velocity is everywhere �v� � 0.1. Similarly,
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Plasma creation for thin shocks collision
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Rapidity distribution at hydrodynamization
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The dynamics is not boost-invariant in the sense introduced by Bjorken
but nevertheless with decreasing e the rapidity distribution flattens out.
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Dispels the myth that strong coupling necessarily leads to stopping*

Plasma creation and hydrodynamization (     isotropization!)6=
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FIG. 1. Energy and pressures for collisions of thick (left column) and thin (right column) shocks. The grey planes lie at the
origin of the vertical axes.

2. A dynamical cross-over. Fig. 1 shows the energy
density and the pressures for thick and thin shock colli-
sions. In the case of E and P

L

one can see the incoming
shocks at the back of the plots, the collision region in the
center, and the receding maxima at the front. The in-
coming shocks are absent in the case of P

T

, as expected.
A simultaneous rescaling of ⇢ and w that keeps ⇢w fixed
would change the overall scales on the axes of these fig-
ures but would leave the physics unchanged.

The thick shocks illustrate the full-stopping scenario.

As the shocks start to interact the energy density gets
compressed and ‘piles up’, comes to an almost complete
stop, and subsequently explodes hydrodynamically. In-
deed, at the time ⇢t

max

� 0.58 at which the energy den-
sity reaches its maximum in the top-left plot, the energy
density profile is very approximately a rescaled version of
one of the incoming Gaussians, with about three times its
height (see table I) and 2/3 its width. At this time, 90%
of the energy is contained in a region of size �z � 2.4w in
which the flow velocity is everywhere �v� � 0.1. Similarly,


